
StoryCity:
Design a Building

CONTENT AREA

Content/Theme Week: Week 4/LEGO

Grade Levels: All Ages

Time Needed: As long as you would like to spend on it!
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PROCEDURE

PROCEDURE

Choose a building. 
 You can use your favorite building in your neighborhood,   
 or find an actual building you like.

Think about what the building is used for. Make a list of answers 
to the following questions.
 What is the building used for? Do people live there, do   
 they work there, is it used for entertainment?
 What kind of spaces are needed for this use?
 What kinds of appliances, furniture, and special features   
 are in the spaces?
.
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Using your graph paper draw out the floor plan to show how 
big the building is and what is inside it. 
 First, define the overall shape and dimensions of the    
 building so you know how much space you have when   
 creating the floor plan. (Note: try creating a scale. Make   
 each box on your graph paper equal to a specific    
 distance. For example, one box is equal to one foot.)
 Using the list you created, plan out what spaces are in the  
 building, where they are located, and how big they will   
 be.
 Double check your sizing! Make sure none of your rooms   
 are larger than the buildingʼs own dimensions.
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Once you have made a floor plan of all the rooms, add in the 
appliances, furniture, or any special features you want.
 You can represent these features with special symbols that  
 architects and engineers use or you can create your own.
 Make sure these features still fit into your spaces!

Once you have completed your floor plan, show it to your 
friends and family! Try designing another floor in your building 
or make a floor plan for a different building!

Try constructing your building with LEGOs!

Challenge: Once you have completed your floor plan, show it to 
your friends and family! Try designing another floor in your building 
or make a floor plan for a different building!
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